BUILDING:  Required Inspections:  _Foundation    _Floor     _Frame       _Energy     _Gypsum     _Final

ELECTRICAL:  Required Inspections:  _Temp Pole     _Underground     _Rough-In     _Meter       _Final

MECHANICAL:  Required Inspections:  _Duct     _Heater     _Condenser          _Final

PLUMBING:  Required Inspections:  _Rough-In     _Water Line     _Sewer     _Top Out        _Final

GAS:  Required Inspections:  _Rough-In     _Final

RIGHT OF WAY PERMIT ($35.00 each):  Required Inspections:  _Drive or approach    _Sidewalk

WATER METER FEES:  *5/8" $  595.00            _  *Estimated Costs - Additional fees may apply
                   *1"   $  760.00            _
                   1 ½”   $  640.00            _
                   2”    $ 1,725.00          _
                   3”    $ 2,325.00          _
                   4”    $ 3,025.00          _
                   6”    $ 4,865.00          _

(Effective 05/07/13)

*1" $  760.00
1 ½” $  640.00
2” $1,725.00
3” $2,325.00
4” $3,025.00
6” $4,865.00

STORMWATER:
Has subdivision or site area been assessed development fee?  Yes             No             .
(If “Yes”, no fee is to be charged on this permit; if “No”, continue.)

Type of Development:
(Effective 07/01/18)

SINGLE FAMILY     $ 777.78 / building site = $ ____________
SINGLE FAMILY ESTATE (> ½ Acre)  $ 466.67 / building site = $ ____________
MULTI-FAMILY    $ 0.1431/SFI*          =  $ ____________
COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL /OTHER $ 0.1431/SFI*           =  $ ____________
BASIN ________   TOTAL FEE $ ____________

*SFI is the square foot of impervious surface and shall include all surfaces that have a C factor greater than landscape green areas.

FIRE DEPARTMENT ($75.00 each)

Fire Alarm Systems  NO. ____________  $ ____________
Fire Sprinkler Systems  NO. ____________  $ ____________
Hood Suppressions  NO. ____________  $ ____________

OKLAHOMA UNIFORM BUILDING CODE COMMISSION ($4.50 each)
Effective 4/1/2010

BUILDING PERMIT  NO. ____________  $ ____________
ELECTRICAL PERMIT  NO. ____________  $ ____________
FIRE PROTECTION PERMIT  NO. ____________  $ ____________
HVAC PERMIT  NO. ____________  $ ____________
PLUMBING PERMIT  NO. ____________  $ ____________